Micro-environment characteristics and microbial communities in activated sludge flocs of different particle size.
Microorganisms in activated sludge flocs (ASF) play important roles in the wastewater treatment process. However, the interplay between micro-environmental variation and microbial responses within ASF is poorly understood. In this study, microelectrodes and molecular culture-independent techniques were applied to detect the internal environment, microbial composition, and distribution in flocs with different particle size. Results showed dissolved oxygen (DO) concentrations within the center of the flocs were less than at the surface, and the DO concentration distributions were distinct in flocs of different particle size. With floc particle size increasing from 100 to 250 μm, the DO concentrations in the floc centers decreased 10-55%, respectively, while no distinct change was observed in flocs of less than 100 μm. Similar phenomenon occurred for the distributions of NH(4)(+) and NO(3)(-) in flocs. Microbial structure indicated bacterial compositions and distributions were heterogeneous and responded to micro-environment variation in flocs of different particle size.